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flat monotony and to correct the optical effect of sagging whl|ed
a straight line is apt to give. No mortar was used; and the drunifa:
of which the columns are composed are fitted so tightly together^
that even a needle can scarcely be thrust into the crack. The
fluting of the columns, too, and every other detail have been
chiselled with a delicate precision which no modern mechanical
methods could rival.
Lastly, the Parthenon was adorned with sculptured figures,
themselves masterpieces of artistry. In either gable-end were
set large groups of statues representing gods and goddesses.
At intervals along the masonry which supported the roof were
other smaller groups;x and beneath the colonnade, high on the
outer wall of the shrine itself, ran a continuous frieze of figures
in bas-relief. Many of these sculptures were removed from the
ruins of the temple during the early part of the last century; and
they may now be seen in the British Museum. The designer
and general controller of these works was a sculptor called
Pheidias; but how far he actually carved them with his own hand
is uncertain. We can distinguish among them the hands of
many assistants; for, like the potters and other artisans, the
sculptors, too, seem to have worked in the studio of a master-
craftsman, learning and imitating his methods. It was one of
the chief reasons for the Greeks' artistic excellence that each
individual artist did not attempt to strike out a wholly new line
of his own, but was content to follow in a set tradition, repro-
ducing the same type of statue as his master, but adding here
and there some small improvement of his own. In this way a
steady progress was maintained towards complete mastery of
technique.
The decoration of buildings was only one department of the
sculptor's art. Individual statues of gods or human beings were
also set up in sacred precincts or in public squares. Some were
1 These smaller groups are known as 'metopes', the gable-ends as
'pediments'.

